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leonardo da vinci wikipedia - leonardo was born on 15 april 1452 old style at the third hour of the night in the
tuscan hill town of vinci in the lower valley of the arno river in the territory of the medici ruled republic of florence
he was the out of wedlock son of the wealthy messer piero fruosino di antonio da vinci a florentine legal notary
and caterina a peasant, science and inventions of leonardo da vinci wikipedia - note this is a brief summary
of leonardo s early life and journals with particular emphasis on his introduction to science leonardo da vinci april
15 1452 may 2 1519 was born the illegitimate son of messer piero a notary and caterina a peasant woman,
leonardo da vinci biography 1452 1519 life of the - leonardo da vinci born leonardo di ser piero da vinci apr 15
1452 vinci republic of florence in the present day province of florence italy died may 2 1519 at age 67 amboise
touraine in present day indre et loire france nationality italian movement high renaissance field painting famous
paintings by da vinci the last supper mona lisa, the essential vermeer glossary of art related terms a c - the
essential vermeer glossary of art related terms a c this glossary contains a number of recurrent terms found on
the present site which may not be clear to all readers especially when employed within the context of an art
discussion, eurasc new members www eurasc org - professor jos antonio carrillo imperial college london
united kingdom born in granada spain in 1969 he obtained a ph d degree in mathematics at universidad de
granada in 1996 and he held assistant and associate professor positions there during 1992 1998 and 2000 2003,
strange science dinosaurs and dragons - despised in the west and revered in the east dragons have a long
history in human mythology how did the myth start no one knows the exact answer but some myths may have
been inspired by living reptiles and some dragon bones probably belonged to animals long extinct in some cases
dinosaurs in others fossil mammals
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